What would you weigh on the moon?

Teacher
guide

What this is about
This activity uses a spreadsheet to do a calculation
and draw a graph. It shows you how to make a
relatively easy spreadsheet ‘model’ - the IT skills
required here are minimal - the interpretation of
the graph is a bit harder. In curriculum speak: the
children use this model to ‘explore a real situation’.
The activity highlights that there is a different
gravity pull on different planets. The children can
look at the graph and say which planets have a
lot or little gravity - in other words they draw a
conclusion from their results.

What to do
Start a new spreadsheet and follow the instructions
in the diagram below.
Get each child to enter their weight in the box in
the spreadsheet. They can then draw a graph.

Questions to ask
Starting points

What do you weigh on earth?

Ask the children what would happen if they tried
to use bathroom scales in space. Would they weigh
anything?

What would you weigh on the moon?

Watch some film of astronauts on the moon. Could
they use scales on the moon? Would they weigh
more, or less on the moon?
Look at a model of the solar system. Explain that
the spreadsheet can work out how much they
weigh in different places.
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My weight around the solar system

On which planet or moon would you weigh the
most?
Sort them into: those where you weigh a lot, and
those where you weigh a little.
* We can’t just use the word planet here because
the moon is not a planet.

Extra
Use a spreadsheet to help you work out how
to build a scale model of the solar system. The
program should help you scale the distances of the
planets from the sun. See the Ideas section.
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